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There are so many people in the world
today that are still hurting from past
mistakes as a child or because of acts
committed against that allowed the person
who caused the pain to walk away and later
in life cause more pain. There are so many
people addicted to drugs and alcohol trying
to coat their pain or to help them forget
what happened years passed. How does one
forget the incest, the molestation, the rape,
the neglect, the childhood trauma that has
lead one to grow as a adult still trapped by
skeletons in the closet, still trapped in
darkness of their past that has labeled you
and made you to act out in ways and
caused you to be different and labeled a
black sheep by family members. There are
so many different events in families that
has caused so much pain and anguish that
has lead to a broken family that needs to be
addressed mentally so that hey can stop
living in the darkness of their youth and
come into the marvelous light and forgive
so that they can begin to live a blessed life.
Stop hating and starting loving again and
allow someone to love you because
forgiveness is for you and not for them, It
is not for the person who has labeled you
are treated you wrong it is for you so that
you can live and enjoy a peaceful life filled
love. Forgiveness is about choosing to let
go of whatever and giving your burdens
and everything that is causing your life to
be stolen ay by day. It is about accepting
God and allowing Him to come in and
repair the hurt. We live in a imperfect
world surrounded by imperfect people.
There was only one perfect man and that
was Jesus so this tells me that we are going
to make mistakes and bad choices but
when we are walking with God He will
give us what I call little nuggets of love
when He corrects us. We should always
follow our hearts , we should think with
our hearts why we do things. Our motives
should be pure. God looks at the heart and
man looks at our outer appearance this is
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why we can never fool God. The heart
does not lie. God looks at our heart. He
knows why we are hurting. who caused the
hurt and how to heal the hurt. You cannot
get through it alone. You need God to help
you. Family will turn their backs on you
but God never will because He loves us
unconditionally. He gave His only begotten
son as a sacrifice for us . Would you have
did the same? God loves you and He wants
your pain to end. Try God you have
nothing to lose but everything to gain.
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Black Sheep have you any Wool? Genesis 7 If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted? and if thou doest not well,
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Containing the Old and New Testaments: The Text - Google Books Result The school, in Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey, insists this was not the reason, We have always had adjustments to Baa Baa Black Sheep just Being The Black
Sheep KJB Daily Bible Study - Im Following Jesus Explore Black Sheep, Faith, and more! RecipesFavorite
ThingsAmen. Always remember, God will not put on us more than we are able to handle. Jesus with black sheep.
Nathan Greene A Sense of God Pinterest Baa Baa, Black Sheep was what came out when the young Kipling was
asked However, the irony at work is that the child has no real power . commander, instead of emanating from Aunty
Rosas horrible Lord. . The mother who has come from India to reclaim the children she abandoned years ago Christ and
the black sheep Parabel - Home Dad Smiling Pinterest Christine Chapman has 7 books on Goodreads with 4
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